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M84. Is the approach to parking for non-residential uses set out in policies T6 and T6.2 to 
T6.5 justified, and would it be effective in helping to helping to achieve sustainable 

development? In particular:  
 

a) Are the maximum standards for offices set out in Table 10.4 justified? 

  

We would like the EiP session to cover the issue of Workplace Parking Levies (WPL) that 

are being discussed by various councils across London. With new developments in outer 
London Boroughs this could put added pressure on struggling small businesses – we would 

like the plan to put in place protections for the designated ‘standard spaces’ to be exempt 
from any future WPLs.    

 

Also, with the Mayor’s strategy of electric-only vehicles – we need to ensure there is an 

increase in super-fast charging points in business parking areas 

 

 

   

b) Is the approach to commuter and operational parking for industrial and 

storage or distribution uses set out in Policy T6.2C and T6.2F justified and 
consistent with policies E4-E7?  

 

The phrase in T6.2C “and consider a degree of flexibility to reflect different trip-generating 
characteristics” is quite vague.  Many small industrial businesses rely on appropriate space 
for deliveries and general operations. We need to make sure that they can carry out their 

operations without fear of reduction of spaces.  

 

T6.2.F refers   to operational parking, but we would look for clarity in this section as to 
what refers to ‘operational parking requirements’ as many plumbers and service related 

businesses need to be able to carry out business activities in central London but are 
restricted due to inadequate parking facilities. Essential business vehicles need essential 

business parking facilities  

 

 

f) Is the requirement for existing parking provision to be reduced to meet the 

maximum standards when sites are redeveloped justified (Policy T6I)?  

 

FSB London would want to see a full impact assessment and consultation with the 
residential and business community, on a case by case by basis rather than a blanket 

approach to ‘not re-providing parking provision’ when sites are redeveloped, to enable the 
understanding of wider issues and ensure that small and micro businesses in the area are 
not disproportionately affected.  

 
The new addition to the London Plan “Some flexibility may be applied where retail 

sites are redeveloped outside of town centres in areas which are not well served 
by public transport, particularly in outer London.” FSB have long argued that our 

high streets suffer as a result of out of town shopping centres offering reduced/free parking 
at the expense of small businesses. Full consultation and accountability is required to 
ensure that we do not lose existing parking provision to meet the demands of out of town 



centres.  Any plan must be played on a level playing field to suit the needs of all 

stakeholders (including residential and small and larger businesses).  
 

 

 

g) How would the approach to non-residential car parking affect the objectives 
of Policy GG5 “growing a good economy” and the vitality and viability of town 
centres in the context of policies SD6-SD9 and E9?  

 
The Policy SD6 focusses on London’s varied town centres and their vitality and viability 

being promoted and enhanced as: 1) strong, resilient, accessible, inclusive and viable hubs 
for a diverse range of uses including employment, business space, shopping, culture, 
leisure, night-time economy, tourism, civic, community, social infrastructure and 

residential development.  
 

Almost two thirds (64 per cent) of FSB London members say that parking costs have 
a significant impact on the success of their business. Meanwhile, in inner London the high 
cost of parking prevents businesses from delivering to their customers. It is worth noting 

that surcharges are being applied to deliveries into central London by many delivery 
companies. 

 
The lack of affordable parking is detrimental to local trade, and many of London’s town 

centres are running the risk of driving shoppers away from the high street to out- of-town 
retail areas, where parking is often free of charge.  
 

Parking management strategies need to be long-term and inclusive, with a view to 
promoting local economic growth, and, as shops and services are often the reason why 

people travel to an area, it makes sense to include business owners in shaping current and 
future parking policy. 
 

Parking provided to support high street businesses should retain a good balance of short- 
and long-stay parking to ensure that sufficient parking is available for customers.  

 
We need to maintain London as a unique attraction with a mix of independent retail outlets 
and chains, by increasing the cost of doing business this impacts on the viability of these 

independents to be able to trade.  
 

FSB is concerned that the policies in T6 counter the intentions of Policies SD6-9 and E9. 

 
  


